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Tocqueville on Federalism

Delba Winthrop
University of Virginia

Perceptive scholarship and perhaps changed circumstances in the
last twenty years have made it possible for political scientists and
politicians to think of federalism as "cooperative federalism."' The
traditional characterization of national-state relations as antagonistic
has largely given way to a more harmonious picture of the distribution of resources and authority, typified by "revenue sharing" programs. Curiously, the possibility of the present cooperation and the
cause of this possibility were foreseen by an earlier political scientist,
namely Alexis de Tocqueville. My purpose in this article is to recount

and interpret Tocqueville's presentation of federalism in his book,
Democracy in America, published in 1835-1840.2 I shall not make
uninvited comparisons to earlier or later views or defend his historical accuracy. The way in which Tocqueville's insight is relevant for
contemporary politics and political science should become clear to

the reader.

Federalism, the division of sovereignty between state and national
governments, has been and is an inescapable fact of American politics. Therefore, it does not seem strange to Americans that any book
concerning American democracy should be addressed extensively to

the phenomenon of federalism. But one such book, frequently

cited as authoritative, is, on reflection, somewhat strange in its exten-

sive treatment of federalism-Tocqueville's Democracy in America.
1See, for example, Daniel J. Elazar, et al., Cooperation and Conflict: Readings in
American Federalism (Itasca, Ill.: F. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 1969), p. vii. Elazar acknowledges his debt and that of so many others to the work of the late Morton Grodzins.

2Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, ed. J. P. Mayer (New York: Doubleday

& Co., Inc., 1969).
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Although Democracy deals wit

tended primarily not for Americ
pose to acquaint them with the
democratic revolution might be
a concern of Frenchmen, for Fr
their feudal autonomy. Moreove
lem, is not an American democr
have comprised the Union, howe
or was to become. Consequently

discern Tocqueville's intention

federalism.

Tocqueville wrote Democracy w
out of political partisans. He clai
of non-partisanship, which is n
free."4 A statesman, we might s
all political partisans intend by
parties or the good of the whol
initially so partisan that he will
sion. To make a statesman out o
moderate his partisan anger and
the wisdom contained in his "n
he does primarily by describing
racy, showing his reader what
suggesting how they might have
which the first discussion of fede
forms of American democracy,
the product of the American leg
say, of the substance or underlyin

It is at the end of this part th

federalism is found. Volume II tre

political, specifically of the mo
our ideas" effected by equality
reconsideration of politics from

3Tocqueville, Democracy in America, p. 9
for his book only upon observing condition
America; pp. 12-13: Statesmen must now as
and guiding it.

4Ibid., p. 20: Tocqueville differs from a par

although his motive is non-partisan; p. 4
friend, not an enemy who flatters.

5Ibid., p. 171: The subject of Part II is "th
can abolish or change [the institutions and
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tive. Even though centralization of power is
federalism is not mentioned. I shall comment in turn on each of
these discussions and non-discussions of federalism.

Tocqueville is famed for his distinction between governmental and

administrative centralization and decentralization and for his teach-

ing about the contribution of administrative decentralization to a
healthy democracy. This recommendation of administrative decen-

tralization is sometimes taken to be an endorsement of state sover-

eignty in our federal system.6 Tocqueville himself does, on occasion,
link administrative decentralization and state sovereignty. Eventually

I shall suggest some reasons for this linkage, but I believe that
Tocqueville's serious teaching on this point is that the two are

neither identical nor necessarily linked. We need to clarify this point
before turning to the question of federalism proper.

The comprehensive discussion of decentralization is found in the
fifth chapter of Part I, the stated purpose of which is to explain the
states and their components. Initially, decentralization is equated
with local government and opposed to state or even county govern-

ment.7 Decentralized administration means not local execution of

generally applicable laws, but deliberation about and determination
of interests which are not general or necessarily of concern to a
parts of the whole. Local matters are an example of such particula
interests (p. 87).

For Tocqueville, the American principle, which he understands t
be the modern democratic principle at its best, is the dogma tha
"Providence has given each individual the amount of reason nece
sary for him to look after himself in matters of his own exclusiv
concern" (p. 397). By analogy, Americans apply this principle
townships in relation to counties and states, as well as to states i
relation to the nation. As for the correctness of the dogma and,
therefore, its worth as a justification for democracy, the America

show its difficulty when they defer to the majority's opinion, tacitly
acknowledging the insufficient quantity of reason found in each man

6See, for example, Russell Kirk, "The Prospects for Territorial Democracy in Ameri
ca," in A Nation of States, ed. Robert A. Goldwin (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1964), p
42. For an opposing point of view, see Herbert J. Storing, "The Problem of Big Government," p. 77, in the same volume; Martin Diamond, "On the Relationship of Federalism an
Decentralization," in Elazar, Cooperation and Conflict, p. 81.

7Democracy I. I, Ch. 5, generally, and p. 63 with p. 81: New England, where township
are strongest, is the best case; elsewhere, where counties are more powerful, the system
seems to be inferior; p. 696: Tocqueville seems to be critical of American replacement of
county functions by state legislative authority.
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(p. 435). Yet Tocqueville agrees
he understands that human di
in the assertion of human wi
choosing what is good for onese

of

us

Americans

who

might

necessarily mere assertions of
ral standards.8 But in the face
possibility of human choice an

ville insists first on the assertiveness of will and then on its submission to nature. This insistence is reflected in his defense of decentral-

ization. Human beings have particular interests which are not local
interests, but which may not be shared generally by all beings.

"Local institutions are to liberty what primary schools are to
science" (p. 63). Here one acquires the taste for and learns the habits
of freedom. Each citizen ought to deliberate about his own good, but
in truth he needs to be shown what things are common goods, that
is, goods for human beings as such. Instruction begins when he sees
that he cannot meet all his needs by himself and, therefore, that his
good is linked to the good of others. The others comprise the township, the community of which he is a part. In the township the link
between private and public good is most visible, as when one must
impose a tax on oneself to pay for a new school that benefits everyone's children. Here, too, one can see that one's choices do have a

tangible effect on the world: a school stands.9 But we must also
acknowledge with Tocqueville that there are some men who do not
need much encouragement to attempt to make their mark on the

world. Their wills need to be restrained, not aroused. From this point

of view, we can see that since the well-being of a town is of rather
minimal world-historical import, since responsibility for its wellbeing is shared by so many assemblymen and elected officials, and
since public opinion demands respect for communal institutions,
then great or tyrannical ambition will have no outlet here. Decentral-

ized administration tempers without completely suppressing the am-

bitions of "hot hearts" by limiting their legitimate objects. In

addition, it balances ambition with affection for fellow citizens, who
are almost "within the family circle" (p. 69).
8Ibid., p. 593: American women, for example, willingly submit to the bonds of marriage after concluding, on the basis of reason and experience, that this submission is necessary to their happiness; p. 659: Soldiers in a democratic army similarly submit to discipline
in order to accomplish their purpose as an army.
9lbid., p. 69: "Americans love their towns for much the same reasons that highlanders
love their mountains. In both cases the native land has emphatic and peculiar features; it has
a more pronounced physiognomy than is found elsewhere."
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Most men do not deliberate about their o
tant to act upon their own unreflective op
men do not hesitate to act upon opinions o
too, do so without deliberation. The advant
ment is that it arouses and limits will. At t
assertion is shown to be useful and respect
best, men are habituated to deliberating b
does show that the substantive decisions of
the personal ambitions of elected officials a
trusive, but continuous, supervision by co
governments. 10 Nonetheless, I believe that
ization, in the way stated, is in earnest.

The local government which Tocquevill

administrative decentralization is the New E
average population of 2000-3000. To infer
the states, whose size requires representative
defensible is perhaps unwarranted, and vir
examples elsewhere in Democracy suggest
make this inference. The reasons given for de
a defense of state sovereignty only insofa
states as centers of power also defuses ambi
existence of the states does not guarantee a

local plane (p. 81) or the tempering of se

sentiment for others (p. 81). If decentraliza
what is desirable, neither logic, nor fact, no

lish the superiority of the states to the nation

ing that decentralization. Tocqueville pr

American, the English decentralization, wh
the existence of components like the semi

states. Federalism is an insufficient substitute

tion for decentralization.

The first long discussion of federalism is in the context of an
analysis of the United States Constitution and is, in fact, one of the
principal themes of that analysis. But the discussion ends with a
caveat that a federalism similar to America's is impossible and, there-

fore, undesirable for any European nation. Why, then, does the

European statesman need to know so much about it?

Nothing, in Tocqueville's opinion, justifies American pride so

much as her government's willing appeal in 1787 to the constituent
power and her people's patience while the legislators undertook a
10obid., p. 73, n. 17; p. 74, n. 18 and 19; p. 76, n. 23 and 25; pp. 77-78; pp. 81-84.
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leisurely consideration of how
can polity was a deliberate cons
the American legislators was tha
out of the sovereign states, part
destroying the latter. By what
shall see momentarily. But let
sketches the structure of the f
its branches, he begins with a
Powers" (p. 117). In it, he does
legislature; rather, the "legisla
lator. Tocqueville occasionally
Constitution as "the legislator
federalism is used to introduce
the human legislative art has pow
say, is to construct a whole by
parts constitute an order and are
Our

first

lesson

in

statecraft

is

effect a perfectly rational con
federal Constitution to be an i
he does not suppose that art si
the legislator's power of logic
the

states

already

in

existence.

T

al people, according to the dogm
require that each citizen, regar
sented equally in the national l
the

states

seemed

to

require

that

integral wholes, each with an e
Fortunately, the legislator was
two legislatures, combining the
tation without reconciling them
gers is established in the Hous
integral beings is preserved in
ous antagonism between the s
the principle of national repr
from the beginning, fairly ho
that the legislator was fortuna
philosophers have satisfactorily
geneous beings commensurate
S1Ibid.,

his

ship,

p.

163:

but

The

legislator

cannot

change

is

compare

the

structu

ennobles and beautifies nature "by omitt
touches, and putting together things actua
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which requires an abstraction from th

which are homogeneous only in the capaci

Tocqueville is of the opinion that this defe

the states was deemed by the Founders
desirable (p. 120). We are also told that a

state governments had similar forms, the
ments were essentially different (p. 151). W
legislator is praised for his construction of

necessarily for his choice of its object. Th
the object of providing for certain great
it therefore had simple and easily defined
ably, the actions of the federal governme
states would govern ordinarily. Although

the impression that the intention was not t

states, he speaks of the states as powers t
later says quite bluntly that the legislat
federal authority a separate existence and
364).

What Tocqueville shows us, without sayi
that the legislator attempted to provide for

of his intention by constructing the fed
implies that the Supreme Court was creat
fending the nation against the states (p.
Union was "an incomplete national govern
that it exercised direct sovereignty over
the agency of the states, but only in its
thority. Aside from its responsibilities in
fairs, the Union's domestic rights were "

lating to the value of money," to establish c
and to intervene in the internal affairs o

imprudent things like establish an aristo

tion was that individuals would invoke

rights in the federal courts, giving the fed

be partial to the Union, an opportunity
creating by asserting the Union's author
lawsuits which "make the legislator's thou
(p. 144), and which are "in perfect accord
the constitution" (p. 145), are cases involv

hibitions of state interference in the monet

taxation. Tocqueville also discusses at leng
constitutional ban on state impairment
extent to which invocation of federally g
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might (and did) permit the new natio

laws is very great indeed. 12 Those
and rights granted the national gov

monetary, tax, and commercial polici

was intended to become, with th
preponderant in the American pol

decisive in men's cares.

Hopes for the future notwithstanding, the Founding Fathers acquiesced in a federal system, prudently submitting to present necessity, as Tocqueville urges that a statesman ought to do. For the same
reason, there should be no federal system in Europe, because whatever its benefits, a federation suffers from the fatal defect of an
inability to meet military necessities. The Americans were simply in a
position to ignore these; no legislator should think that he can overcome all necessities or conquer fortune. 13 Rather, the legislator, or
at least the political scientist as a teacher of legislators, ought to
make a virtue of necessity, that is, to defend as choiceworthy and
even chosen what may have been merely necessary and is not positively bad. This thought would explain Tocqueville's praise of the
aspect of federalism that gives the states partial sovereignty and his
obfuscation of its consequences with the advantages of local decen-

tralized administration.

In his analysis of the federal Constitution, Tocqueville makes
several arguments about the comparative advantages and disadvantages of small and large nations and of federations, which combine
aspects of both. In a small nation and, therefore, in a state-if we
make the questionable assumption that it is small enough-love of
glory, deprived of a suitable object, is transformed into the more
vulgar, but less dangerous, love of well-being. The tyranny of one
man is made less likely and political freedom made more likely.
Prosperity, that is, economic prosperity, and freedom are proper to
small nations. In a great nation, intellectual growth is stimulated, and

above all, requisite military strength is assured. Glory and strength
are proper to great nations. There are difficulties in this accounting,
12The reader need not be reminded that the constitutionality of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 (the Public Accommodations Act) was upheld as an exercise of the federal commerce
power. A law of 1875, similar in its provisions, had been held invalid as an unconstitutional
exercise of powers granted by the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments.
13According to Tocqueville, every time the American legislator did try to anticipate and
thereby overcome fortune, he endangered his whole work. The point is made several times

in Tocqueville's explanation of the election and reelection of the executive: ibid., pp.

127-138.
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however. We are told that love of glory, w
replaces, might sublimate tyrannical ambit
likely and shorter-lived in a small nation, is
be worse. Tocqueville refuses to say that lib
large nation. Finally, republicanism is not ob
monarchy which is better suited to large n

arguments in favor of small nations are qualifi

the advantages provided by great nations ca
ones, and at least one of these advantages is

large nation or a federation is inevitable.

Several arguments for a federation are then
the local legislative diversity, which is impo
ized nation, can exist. (No argument is give
neity within each state or heterogeneity am
tion, the passion for well-being can be indu
which do not have to provide for defense. (T
do not, as citizens of the Union, have to ma

of course, be an absurd inference.) Provincial p

to a Union which is the sum of provinces, bu
mass of a unitary great nation in which one

connect one's own prosperity to that of s
sumably the interest of the whole would n

each of its parts.) In sum, the partial wholes in

insofar as they allow the ultimate parts to m
laws, to pursue their own well-being witho
attach themselves to the whole by means of

part. Again, the difficulty we find in all of th

at best and even then questionably, suppo
decentralization, but not governmental dec

like states. 14 The final advantages derived fro

things and ideas circulate freely and that t

These are presumably contributions of the grea

tion. As for the relative worth of these con
of survival must take precedence over the p
and freedom. While intellectual development
of this sort, we do learn in the next section

able to enjoy their federal system only because

(p. 164-165). Although Tocqueville says "t

devised to combine the various advantages of
nations" (p. 161), we cannot help but wonde
14Ibid., p. 168: The United States suffers from a defect of
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be as correct to say that the freed

pend on the benefits provided by th

In politics, reason and art seem t
often unreasonable compulsion. T
in creating a whole only in speec
rests almost entirely on legal fict
which exists, so to say, only in m
limits can only be discerned by t
theless, there it does exist. And as
acquired force as well, because hu
fictions, thereby making them re
pate the coincidence of reason an
prepare as did the American Foun
with sufficient clarity for states
them. s To bow to force or necess

According to Tocqueville's prese
the states was only a bow; he h

intended to construct. The nation

govern men chiefly by affording t

economic prosperity. To acquire
invoking their self-serving rights

legislator's wisdom and judged i
Tocqueville, as well as the Ameri
national government, although h
reasons. It affords defense, altho
military means, and it makes po

departs from the Founders as he po
his willingness to confuse the ben

tration with the consequences of
an indication of his acquiescence i
to say that some necessities can be
called happy accidents instead of

these slight departures from the A

examined.

Tocqueville's comments on the Union's chances for survival are
found at the end of the first volume, in the long concluding chapter
devoted to things which are American and not specifically democratic. At the beginning of that chapter we are reminded that "there
15Supreme Court justices, and only Supreme Court justices, are referred to as statesmen:
ibid., pp. 150-151.
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are other things in America besides . . . dem

tants of the New World may be considered from

of view" (p. 316), and we are told that Toc

these things because otherwise his reader mig

satisfied his expectations" (p. 316). In othe

assumes that his reader is curious about Am
interests us only when we recall that Tocquev
that his French reader was such an avid part

find fault with a writer's fairness. He now addresses a man with

curiosity about things American and seemingly non-partisan.
Curiosity and the willingness to consider things from different points

of view, we ought to remark, are the marks of a political scientist,
not a political partisan. In this context, Tocqueville tells us that he
considers the problem of dividing sovereignty between national and
provincial governments to be very important. After restating the
problem in general terms, he asks, with specific reference to America,

what might cause the states to wish to separate from the union and
whether, if the Union endures, the central government will be energetic or weak. He concludes that present tendencies point, if not to a
dissolution, then to a weakening of the national government. He
insists that his is not a firm prediction, because "a change of opinion,
an internal crisis, or a war" (p. 394) could reverse these tendencies.
We should realize that in this examination, Tocqueville necessarily
reveals what, in his opinion, might cause the legislator's construction
of a whole to endure. In its way, then, this commentary on things
peculiarly American is at the same time a more general and theoretical teaching. I suggest that Tocqueville elaborates the premises of the
political art of "the New World" and allows us to grasp more clearly
the opinions of the American Founders and his own opinions about
the natural basis for unity.
The American legislator, we have already noted, wanted to create
a strong national government, but was unable to do so. We now learn
somewhat more precisely why the states retained substantial power.

The state governments purport to be concerned with the whole
human good, or the happiness of individuals. 16 They attach the
human heart not only through hopes and fears, but through an

unreflective patriotism, or custom. They speak in clear and imperative language, as if commanding men in pursuit of the good, and they

themselves act in pursuit of it. The Union, we have learned, has a

different object. Its acts, although of the greatest necessity, are rare,
16What follows is paraphrase and summary of Democracy, pp. 364-383.
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and their immediate connection
ent. It explains its motives and j

not command.

Tocqueville proceeds to elaborate the causes for which men or
states might wish to be united or separated. Because the Americans
attempt to ground all politics on the principle of the sovereignty of
the people, the appropriate question to ask is whether they wish,
that is, consent, to maintain the Union, for we must suppose that
adherence to the dogma will preclude the use of force to keep the
states united. Of the two principal or most apparent causes of unity,
the first is that America needs to remain strong in order to facilitate
international and domestic commerce and to deter threats of invasion. In other words, the first cause of uniting in a political society

is the greatest necessity-self-preservation. The second cause is that
none of the states have incompatible material interests. Nature favors

the Union: the Southern economy is agricultural, the Western agricultural and manufacturing, the Northern commercial; so each needs
the other. As in a city of pigs, American interests are different, but
not opposed. The regions similarly benefit each other politically,
serving their particular needs. In addition to these material interests,
Tocqueville insists upon the necessity of similar opinions and feelings, or "immaterial interests," for he has "no confidence in that

calculated patriotism which is founded on interest and which a

change of interests may destroy" (p. 373). The similar feelings and
opinions are especially a similar way of considering religious, political, philosophic, and moral questions. These, too, Americans are said
to share. As is well-known, however, Americans did not share similar

opinions about slavery. According to Tocqueville, the presence or
absence of slavery is significant for American unity not because of
the moral and political opinions it engenders, much less because of
its effects on economic interests, but because of its effects on men's
characters. In other words, even if men have similar or compatible
material and immaterial interests, their characters, their "education
and style of civilization" (p. 376) enhance or preclude the chances
for unity. In the North, the absence of slavery produces men typically middle class: men who are active, sensible, informed, skillful, and

who value knowledge not "as a pleasure, but only as a means," and
are greedy for its useful applications. In the South, the presence of
slavery produces men typically aristocratic: men who are spon-

taneous, witty, open, generous, intellectual, brilliant, but also

haughty, irrascible, ardent in desires, impatient of obstacles, easily
discouraged, lovers of idleness. The reader is left to wonder whether
a middle class and an aristocracy can ever be members of a unified
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whole and whether one ought to consider how
beneficially mixed. Be this as it may, the reader

that, in Tocqueville's opinion, a union of men
not preserved by the rational calculation that
ties are thereby secured. Perhaps the reader
that Tocqueville's opinion is posed as a respon
taught us about a state of nature and why me
obligations in order to escape it."

Proceeding, we learn that for "a society of n

of individuals" to endure, three chance con

wisdom, individual weakness, and smallness of
says nothing about the wisdom of the America

the new settlers of the West do not know one another and even lack

the salutary restraints imposed by tradition, family feeling, example,

laws, and mores. The requisite wisdom that would unify, we are left

to surmise, is a knowledge of other men which engenders self-

restraint. Some of the American states are no longer weak and therefore consider the Union, which they now hope to dominate, useful
but not necessary to their existence. Thus the weakness that would
unify makes one regard others as necessary to one's existence and
keeps one from desiring to predominate. The Union, growing in size
as it is, is likely to have parts that see things from different points of
view or in different manners and, therefore, make different laws. The
smallness that would unify ensures that the parts do see things from
the same point of view and in the same manner and do agree on laws.

Knowledge of human beings, combined with appreciation of the
worth of that knowledge, and moderation or self-restraint do not

seem to be characteristic of either the middle class or the aristocracy,

and the natural basis for unity, as Tocqueville here acknowledges,

exists in few men.

The greatest danger for the Union is its very prosperity. America is

experiencing an extremely rapid economic growth, and the Americans rejoice in the rapidity of change that Tocqueville fears. The

whole prospers and all Americans prosper, but not equally. The

substance on which the legislator's construction was to be imposed is

t7The position opposed is that of the natural rights teaching of the early modern
political philosophers, typified by Thomas Hobbes and John Locke. We do not mean to
suggest that Tocqueville raised objections of which Hobbes and Locke were unaware or that
he was the first to raise them. He seems to object most of all to the rhetoric with which that

teaching was presented, and his own procedure is to bring to light what is correct in the
modern teaching in such a way that it can be applied by statesmen. Tocqueville, after all,
describes the American "social state," not the state of nature.
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human nature, and the natures of men
sudden success and to envy, distrust,
ately slow progress that looks like regr
Tocqueville now traces not to her diff

anger at losing her place; she is a fal
cannot be expected to act on a ration
interests because wounded feelings an
out without reflection. Only when m
necessities, collectively felt, do they
d'etre of the Union is the combatting
also of the equal fear that obliges me
The prosperity initially generated by
sity weakens the Union. In America,
not replaced by an education that pr
although perhaps we should not expec
men. The American legislator has enc

sity, but men then acquire the characte

to combat everything and everyone
their good. The American "general i
d'etre for the nation is not the comm

those strivings seem to make any other

practical conclusion of the American
confirm the theoretical premise of th
ophers: there is no natural political w

Having shown us the cause of the na
that is, that the necessities for which
felt, and, therefore, the unity it can s
ville now exposes the difficulties in the

of the states. He contends that the

weakened by being deprived of its pr
contention, he uses several examples
day. The chief examples are the oppo
tariff controversy, and the behavior
discussion he makes it quite clear tha
support for the states' rights argume
ment is contrary to the legislator's i

supported by a powerful passion. A

doctrine of states' rights masks an es
tion.

18What follows is paraphrase and summary of Democracy, pp. 383-395.
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Provincial opposition to the National Ban
manifest at least to Tocqueville, is analogo
gress as the legislator for the whole. The o

local and democratic passions-"a blind d

accusation made against the Bank is that its d

and the root of the complaint is that the

restraint" on the provincial banks. The

because they refuse to be restrained, at lea
people. Men, or most men, tend to resist
ficial as well as to forget the fearsome. We

that the principle of the sovereignty of the p

zation which can follow from it mean the

ever imprudent, over wisdom, however comp

The majority and their demagogue, Andrew
ing their wills against federal authority; but,

is South Carolina who, in opposing the Co
the majority, makes the argument defendin
tion. South Carolina speaks as if she had a
Treatise in her hand. Her argument is that
eignty of the people means anything, then
the contract that constitutes the people as
of judgment enabling him to have been a s
principle of right from which majority ru
the presumption of an equal ability to judg
presumed equal, there can be no one on ear
pass judgment on judgments, or to arbitra
adjudged better or worse. Yet the mere fa
scribes to one opinion should also not, stri
question of its superiority as judgment. Ma

sary in practice, but in theory individu
abrogated. This conclusion, however, was n
quence of contract theory or of the Foundi

They intended to establish a government, not

Even if South Carolina's resistance is rig
shows, without saying, and in contradicti
that she has understood the practical sign
teaching quite well. As Tocqueville infor
nullification doctrine has been approved by
the citizens she speaks for; she, as do mos
majority rule. And although she elevates h

ciple, she does not fail to arm herself w
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weapons, and it is to her wea

Tocqueville, in showing us South
speeches command moral authori
would-be despot, President Jack
the people, shows military skill
was reputed to have. Might is rh
point is, however, that in Ameri

make right, asserting the principl
that issues are resolved in favor of

Tocqueville understands the fed
is, the relevant parts are not lo
discussion to bring out the diffi
teaching of modern political ph
the sufficiency of individual ju

good differ, for they are, in trut

or principled connection betwee

of body. 20 The basis of right bot
to permit individual judgments re
this return was contrary to the F

acquiesce in the rule of a factio
solution to the problem of "fede

basis.

No one in America speaks out i
ment, and all American partisans

As presented, all disputes abou

American doctrine of popular s
over its meaning. The whole is
national government has no in

must then be all, some many, or s

The American legislator tried
make them a whole, but "all bod
instinct leading them toward in
seems to have understood subst
impose his forms on this substan

19Ibid., p. 392: In a footnote, however, To
really persuaded Congress to capitulate w

neutrality; in other words, South Carolina a

20Ibid., pp. 250-251: The appeal of one ma
is an appeal to the sovereignty of the hum
by virtue of the single opinion it shares.
nothing to do with the number of people h
humanity's as a whole.
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in trying to connect judgment and body. There

Whereas many judgments can properly be ca
because true, body as we see it is bodies, and
from its essence can we speak of the sum o

substance does not provide any natural su
forms. And, as we have learned from obser

politics, all of the whole might not be compose
we do not know whether it is correct to say th
parts or which of its parts to say that it is.

In
the
for
for

the provincial governments, as Tocquevill
particularities of different bodies are mani
the states is the case not only for the ind
the heterogeneity of substance, if that is o

ness, or will, the "decentralizing passion" m
to the whole seems to belong especially to th

part of nature who stands in partisan opp

nature, resisting, for his own good, his reducti

body which has necessities, not choices, henc
major topic of the chapter is American repu
most fundamental of American mores and is
the American first principle, the dogma of
people. The distinctiveness of human body,

rebelling against nature and its pretension of ju

premise of republican politics, and it must b
cally, if necessary. The final topic of the ch

merce, which is her own form of the heroic co

Tocqueville's conclusion about the prospects
the central power will be weak because men
not take their bearings by the grave necessit
national government was designed to serve. A
understanding of the New World, that the w
that men's lives are shaped not so much by m
their characters, that is, the forms assumed
human passion. Character causes men to per
interests as they do; it enables them to have
needs, which means to dissociate themselves

in order to take a critical stance toward them. At the core of char-

acter is the decentralizing passion which enables man to dissociate
himself from and oppose himself to the necessities of body. Perhaps
we can now better appreciate Tocqueville's sympathy toward the
states, which he presents as powers that might preserve our ability to

acknowledge and maintain distinctiveness. Nevertheless, he does
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approve of the Founders' attemp
understand how the states can be

I have suggested that Tocquevi
and federalism in Volume I of D
seen in the light of his virtual s
the wisdom of administrative d
ville's serious political teaching i
tical work, The Old Regime, as w
at the end of Democracy with a
concluding portion of Democrac
toward centralization so intense
become virtually identical to one
to war against each other. Amon
stall centralization, federalism i
which statesmen might combat
administrative decentralization

mended. 22 The silence of Volume
From Volume I we would conclude that a "union" would be

possible if men were beings similar to political philosophers i
appreciation of the importance of human wisdom and appro
gods in their capacity for perfect judgment and, therefore, p
agreement. 23 Or, a union might be possible, although still pr

atic in the way indicated, 24 if men were beings like beasts comp
to secure their identical necessities and only their necessities, not

superfluous desires. 25 But men have a decentralizing passion
deters them from acknowledging wisdom in others as well as
brutalizing themselves by allowing their necessities to dictate.
fore, they have disputes about the common good and partisa
tics. We ought not, however, to overlook the constituent elem
human nature which might be called "centralizing." Men are
pelled by their desires toward the objects of their desires; the

to appropriate the good to themselves (p. 698). In additio

human intellect is powerfully driven, even beyond the boun

21Democracy, pp. 674-679.
22Ibid., pp. 695-702.
231bid., p. 437 and 704: The most emphasized attribute of Tocqueville's God
ability to see simultaneously all and each in their homogeneity and heterogeneity.
seems to be just: p. 18, or pleased by the sight of justice: p. 704; but this may am
the same thing, that is, perfect judgment.

24Ibid., p. 22.

25Democracy, pp. 546-547: Men differ from beasts in having pleasures infinite in v

and number instead of unvarying and few needs. Tocqueville traces this differen
presence of soul in man; soul is the angel that shows the beast new desires and tea
how to satisfy them.
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logic, to seek a first cause, a unitary explanat
things.26

Volume II of Democracy is meant to portray the effects of equality on our inclinations and ideas. First of all, the American dogma of
the sovereignty of the people does mean in practice the rule of the
majority of the people or of those who slavishly cater to them, hence
the judgments of the majority rule, and insofar as judgments are
swayed by the passions, the passions of the majority rule. The dominant sentiments of the people are love of equality, or hatred of the
unequal, and the desire for material well-being, not to mention for
the immediate gratification of every passing fancy. 27 In Tocqueville's opinion, these desires are incoherent desires for rational animals. The dogma of the sovereignty of the people requires that men

define themselves as such, because they do claim to judge. If we

desire something, we desire it as good, and by good we mean what is
conducive to our happiness. The Americans, however, in pursuing
material well-being and equality satisfy their desires for neither and
are made unhappy by the very attempt to do so. 28 In fact, they
might not even succeed in preserving themselves as rational beings. 29

But they do not consequently repudiate their desires, and if anything, the American legislator has intensified these desires. He has
explicitly established as the chief internal objects of the national
government supervision of an economic system which facilitates the
pursuit of material well-being and enforcement of the guarantee of
de jure equality. Provision for these "general interests" could properly be seen as provision of the means to whatever ends are desired; in
theory, ends were to be determined by the states and individuals.
Tocqueville insists, however, that this rather optimistic statement
about the relation between ends and means is unwarranted; as he
reminds us, men often fail to distinguish clearly between means and
ends, 30 and we need little reminder that this failure is very frequent

when the means are wealth and the end material well-being. Money,
the universal means of satisfying almost every desire, assumes tremendous importance in a society in which the majority reigns, uned26Ibid., pp. 164, 287, 451-452, 734-735.
27Ibid., pp. 503-506: In the first chapter of Part II of Volume II, Tocqueville explains
why people love equality, thereby allowing us to see why people love. See also p. 548.
28Ibid., pp. 535-538: This seems to be the point of Chapter 13 in Part II, Volume II.
29Ibid., pp. 534-535: The Americans are sometimes driven to religious enthusiasm, or
"religious madness;" p. 538: The French commit suicide, but in America, [t] heir will
resists, but reason frequently gives way."

30Ibid., p. 616: The point is made in a note about the ambiguous use in French of the

word "honor."
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ucated and unchecked. . The cen

love to itself through provision of

authority without directly challengi

desires and objects they represent
I, the tendency toward a weak cent
by a change in opinion as well as
war. 32 Men can become incapable
the necessary.

To repeat: the American legislato
authoritative for men because it d
conditions for economic prosperit

lator hoped to make his construction
sovereignty directly over individuals

appeals of individuals to judges wh

his intention. The states, as par

abolished, but their powers undermi

Tocqueville begins Volume II of D
tion to the similarity of American
cartes, the founder of modern ph
that the procedure of modern phi
object of scientific investigation as
were a matter of indifference, wh
valuation and supposing that to ar
motion is to say what needs to be
science, which Tocqueville recalls
have different natures, the diffe
human natures being most obviou
tion, whatever its formula, is not
deliberate motion; and the intelle
motion. 34 Pre-modern philosophe

atic to study heterogeneous beings w

modern scientists, physical or po

31 Ibid., pp. 551-554, 614-615: The unequal,

wealth in order to distinguish themselves by th

Ibid., p. 14.
33Throughout Democracy Tocqueville stresses

cans' retention of them: See, for example, i

sexes, pp. 604-605 on the "very natural" differe

34The title of the first part of Volume II is

Movements in the United States."

35Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1098a26-34.
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that their method is an ontology, for strictly
is a means of articulating or constructing ord
substance. They avoid a direct confrontation
same way that the American legislator avoids
with the states: they attach individuals to th
universal means. Yet by changing our judgme
ought to be, they effectively vitiate the pow

natures. 36

Tocqueville opposes to mathematics his political science or
philosophy. The mother art or science is the art of association,

"the mother of all other forms of knowledge" (p. 517). The paradigmatic relation is that of a voluntary association to a newspaper, that
is, of a sentiment or a doctrine to its expression in speech (p. 518). A
human being who speaks or reasons about his desires is the model for
the legislator's construction, and his method is an analysis of what a
rational animal properly desires if he desires to preserve his nature. In
man's nature, or in the natures of the best men, we encounter necessities which are indeed happy accidents. We need to be reminded of

this fact. Instead, the legislator has tried to understand human

being as body and has relied on the method of modern mathematical
physics to construct his whole. His whole, we have been told and

shown, cannot achieve its objective of defense; it cannot defend

humanity.

Defining substance is made problematic for the scientist especially
by human beings who have bodies and sometimes express the desire

to transcend them (pp. 296, 534). They seem to have souls, with

needs of their own; but what would we say if men, the only beings
who exhibit soul, should cease to act as if they had souls? A mathematical law articulating the necessary motions of bodies might well
seem to us an account of the whole, if it should ever become possible
to speak of human politics as if it too were determined by certain

necessary causes and followed the laws of bodies in motion. The
combination of majoritarian politics and men's believing in the cor36Democracy, p. 663. With reference to Napoleon's method of warfare, Tocqueville

comments that "had the extraordinary man lived three hundred years earlier he would not
have reaped such a harvest from his system, or rather that he would have applied another
method." Tocqueville's only explicit reference to Machiavelli is found in this twenty-sixth
chapter.

37Ibid., pp. 568-569: The Americans do not know how to act toward others because

they cannot judge their intentions, or they do not know souls. They are ignorant because it
has never occurred to them that men should seek out and take pleasure in the conversations
of particular men.
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rectness of modern science, parti
political science, would make that
ing or truncating human nature (p

Tocqueville allows himself to ind
when speaking of materialists and
scientists), 38 and his book ends w
ings are untrue as well as unsalut
untrue and unsalutary in a way in
sovereignty of the people is not.
stantly compares democracy and
premises, recalling to us the hyp
that men can and have acted as if
perity they cared, as if to insist t

there are choices to be made about w

(p. 245). The modern concern wit
supposes a choice; the whole in w
cause he acts as if he had only a b

by the debasement of the human de

rect to assert that man is moved
has unwittingly chosen to move

tice, it becomes increasingly difficu
acknowledged this theoretical error

We have moved very far from the

this was necessary. This is not th

disputes with the philosophers
that political inquiries, if not a
comprehensive inquiries. Moreov
tency, perhaps as great or greate
inquiries, places a terrible burden

scientist who speaks and writes. A
but all presuppose a common hum
its defense what may be a partis
schoolmaster (p. 691).

Ibid., p. 494, 554, and 594.

39A discussion of Tocqueville's treatment an
sovereignty of the people is clearly not withi
that he treats this dogma as a political philos
stating it in such a way as to make it as salut
difficulties in the appropriate manner. See,
the Americans contradict themselves in deny
selves, for the Americans love their philosophy
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From Tocqueville's analysis of the question
narrow sense, we could predict an era of wha
tive federalism. The ends of the states are not
ple on which the national government rests
principle on which that cooperation would r
summed up by the slogan "revenue-sharing."
are met by the means made available throug
ment (pp. 679-689). Tocqueville's analysis also
the desirability of this kind of cooperation,
Those of us who have read Democracy in Ame
what Tocqueville has to say about the pressin
ism, will come away with some sense of how
adapt desired ends to existing institutions an
to defend what is necessary as chosen and cho

ble, and to defend it in such a way as to im

Americans who, like French partisans, allow
what are the less urgent, but more important

forced to ask whether the general interests secu

alism do, in fact, constitute the common good

what is the good we can and ought to int

necessarily choiceworthy. Instead of having t

cessity in the usual sense, we are provided

choose what is, by the necessity of human n
generously offers us his wisdom; one might

problem of federalism by making us, his reader
strong union 40 and by sharing with us another

40Ibid., p. 118 and p. 390: The Founding Fathers rejected a
the Union, that of "a league of independent states, a sort of

of distinct peoples came to discuss certain matters of com

reminded of this alternative in the context of the discussion of South Carolina's desire to
retain her right of judgment.

41Democracy will modify the English language. "Now, the majority is more interested in
business than study, in trade and politics than in philosophic speculation or fine writing.
Most of the words coined or adopted for its use will bear the marks of these habits; they will

chiefly serve to express the needs of industry, the passions of politics, or the details of
public administration. Language will spread out endless in that direction, but metaphysics
and theology will slowly lose ground," ibid., pp. 478-479.
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